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About This Game

After an affair King Lucas had with the Witch of Sausan, the Queen left him and remarried in an adjacent kingdom, and now
his daughters are the only ones left at his side. Due to his love for them, each and every time they get lost in the castle, he moves

heaven and earth to get them back and he only resorts to the most intrepid knights in order to find them. Will you be one of
those knights?

Play for the favour of King Lucas and the three princesses' love. A castle will be randomly built and you must find them inside a
little area of it. You can move horizontally and vertically through the rooms until you reach your goal. Once you succeed, the
castle will become a little bit more difficult: a larger area will be unlocked... and the experience will become more hardcore

when the princess becomes lost inside a fully unlocked castle with more than 1,000 rooms.

Features:

Get money and buy upgrades such us compasses and crystal balls, more weapons such us magical sticks and swords, or
harder shields to protect yourself from the giant spiders, the armored rats, the piranhas and the many other haunted
beings in the castle.

Enroll for collective multiplayer searches where you will be able to compete with your friends or with other unknown
players. It’s simple: one princess, one winner... the first to find her.

Talk and interact with a lot of NPCs who will play different funny and unexpected roles through your quest (yes, there's
some hidden story underneath the arcade!).

We absolutely love retro gaming and this has been engrained in King Lucas's DNA. This is a metroidvania game with 2.5D
graphics and classic game mechanics for the delight of platform, action and adventure games lovers as well as you who didn't
live the 80's and 90's; this is an opportunity for you to taste a bit of that classic feeling with the graphics and sound quality of

today.

King Lucas' castle is made up of hundreds of interconnected rooms, which are reconfigured every time a new search begins.
These rooms have been hand designed one by one (we don´t use procedural level design!) and there's no two equal gameplays.

Lava pits, water tunnels, ladders, traps... this castle has become a deadly place since the queen left.
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Novelty and interesting for maybe ten minutes. Then it got boring, and I realized it was a mistake to ever get this. It chooses a
random level, and there are two difficulties: death in 2 seconds, and grinding. The game\/menu mechanics are finnicky, and
overall this game sucks. I would have stopped after 20 minutes, but I needed the achievements\/card drops. Do yourself a favor,
and don't buy this terrible game.. way too hard. I am a gardener so of course I love this game. Nice and easy going with pretty
graphics and you learn something! It has the rts element for regular game mode and then the added turn based strategy mode
which is a nice change up. Not a super long game, but pretty and fun for the time being. Definitely recommended, and they
lowered the price, heck wait for a sale and it will be even cheaper and then definitely try it.. Decent Hidden Object Game, short
but esthetically pleasing. There are very few puzzles but the HO scenes are well done and there are 2 difficulty settings but no
achievements. The story is not original (the girl who must save her people from an evil influence) but the player can gather
ingredients to make voodoo dolls and potions to proceed and there are several locations to explore, unfortunately some
backtracking is needed. Expert gamers will get bored quickly, but it may be a nice experience for beginners.. More pug be super
just try to keep on flying while avoiding all the stuff acrossed many levels.

. This game is very impressive, even if it has been developped a few years ago. I rarely played a game with such an atmosphere.
We really have the impression to play in europe in the early twentieth century. Background and costumes are wonderful. The
soundtrack is excellent and Mata Hari is a very seductive character. You'll have to make an effort to get the best ending, even if
you play with a walkthrough as i did in my second walkthrough. For me, it's a must play.. I had lots of fun with this but the
controller support is broken. The right analog stick will work with this game, no matter what controller you plug in.. I really
enjoy playing this game the music and the graphics match but it needs a little more content thats all.. Very good i like it. i have
all the DLC for the wildlife 2 seires. working on getting wildlife 3 but dosnt look all that good.
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In addition to its extremely high critical chance compared to other handguns (supposedly 50%), one thing to note about this gun
(and other DLC weapons) is that it's always available in the Raid shop -- no RNG reloading necessary. However, they cost as
much as magnums.

These weapons are fun to play around with, although they kind of require high-end Abyss level mods and upgrades to really
shine. If these are on sale, it's not a bad way to spend the pocket change you make from selling Steam trading cards.. I LOVE
low-poly style horror games, so this instantly checked the box for me after a glance at the screenshots. I actually had a lot of fun
playing through this countless times, but it does sort of bother me having to wait a few seconds on the subtitles. I also think the
storyline could have taken it's time at the beginning because I barely knew any of the characters so it didn't convince me to trust
any of them as the peaceful people that were meant to be. This is the closest it'll get to a first person Harvester, so I most
certainly recommend it.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/_2KKVNWuIOc. Hey, I'll play with you some other time!. DO NOT BUY! limited to 8 layers. crashes every
15 minutes. devs have been saying they are working on fixing this for 7 years but no fix in sight. almost 50% of the times you
save it crashes and you lose everything. This program would be amazing if it worked properly. DO not buy. buy a software from
a reputable company who actually releases bug fixes. in this state this program is 100% unusable.. This is not a typical horror
game, it's more of a creepy haunted house simulator. And it's very interesting.
A lot of bad horror games have come out recently and this is a step in the right direction. It's not perfect, but it's got it's own
vibe, and it works well.
and it's 6 bucks.

So ask yourself: Do I like the idea of a house that does what it pleases? Would I find it fascinating to roam around a building
where the tension is based more on shifting geometry rather than lurking monsters? Am I tired of paying money for a "horror"
"game" that is 'predictable' and 'broken'?

If you want a new freak out experience please check out Monstrum, it's fantastic. If you have a few bucks and want a weird little
head trip that's fine being its own thing, pick this up and support a talented developer.

And, PS, a note to the developer. I would be happy to send you a few corrections grammar-wise to the notes lying around. I love
your game and I think the slightly broken english is the one thing that needs a fix pronto.. It's pretty.

If you're looking for a fighting reaction game like Dark Souls or even For Honor, you should try this out.

The developer takes care of the players and have an open ear to the whole community, theres so much potential.

Current Issues?

- Lack of players (You can change this :D)
- Teleport laggs - might be fixed in the future when this game gets more popularity, developer works with limited ressources
atm.

I'm just in love with this game and sad about the lack of players in a experimental game like this.

Why can only Counter Strike and Fifa thrill the players not this? It doesn't makes any sense for me.

Just try it out. You won't regret it.. I played this game during my last semester when i was writing essays and i gotta say that this
game
was really good to help me focus and relieve some stress. I would not say it is among my favorite games
but for its price it is well worth getting and if you are like me who handles stress with playing games this
will probably be a perfect fit. Every game is quite short and the purpose is very clear, there is not really much
storytelling (which i think is good) but is focuses on being a pure space shooter which is does really well.
Overall worth getting and quite entertaining.. Had a lot of fun with this game, everything works and looks good id put this up
with arizona, the sniping mission was great. Great choice at the sale price.

#ScreenshotSaturday - Improved Tail Mechanics:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFdc8QFPy-Q

This week we have been working on improving the tail mechanics, so that the player doesn't get knotted up as easily. Jake
designed a system where the tail segments are constantly trying to get directly behind the segment in front of them, and it seems
to have helped.

What do you think of the new motion?. Mist Hunter demo is out!:
Hey all,

We finally made it. The latest demo of Mist Hunter is on steam, what means it has leaderboards now.

For those who aren't familiar with the game and the demo. The demo contains one level of an endless arena mode, which should
give you the first impression of the game mechanics.

Your main goal in this mode is to get the highest score by killing enemies and striking combos. You also have a timer that you
must replenish or you'll die when it runs out. Right now there are only four weapons and about 80 trophies to upgrade the
character.

However, the arena isn't the main mode and at the moment we're working on the next mode - MAZE.

MAZE is going to be a rogue-lite dungeon crawler with bosses, secrets, key hunting, and many more upgrades and weapons. We
plan to release it somewhere in August.

Until then we will be updating the demo and collecting your feedback. So if you have interesting ideas or suggestions feel free
to them with us here on steam forums or in our Discord [discord.gg]

Cheers,

Flox team. Build 0.1010.3 - Beta Branch:
There's a new build on the beta branch - list of changes and access instructions are in this thread: 
http://steamcommunity.com/app/378720/discussions/0/481115363866537700/. Welcome to T.R.D.S! Come play at PAX
South:
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Welcome everyone! Totally Reliable Delivery Service is something we've been cooking up with We Are Five Games and are
super happy to do a reveal alongside a playable show build at PAX South 2019 this weekend in San Antonio.

Reveal Trailer. Minesweeper! Content Drop 28/5 × PLEASE REVIEW THE GAME:
Yes! Czech narrations are close! Expect them in around a week.
Sadly... some translations have been cancelled, which means there will only be Polish, Turkish, Russian and French added -
mostlikely no other languages.

Addditionaly we would like to kindly ask you if you could maybe (Looks at you with cute puppy eyes) review the game  it will
help us a ton - we will know what you dislike and what we can fix and perhaps we will be even able to add trading cards later on
- who knows?

Divertic out :)
. Outrunner 2 coming soon!:
Hey guys! Outrunner 2 is coming soon to Steam! :)

http://store.steampowered.com/app/833290/Outrunner_2/

If you liked the first game, add the sequel in a wishlist to help us :)

Have a nice day!. Cyberhunt on Greenlight!!!:
Hello friends, my newest game is available on Greenlight, please check it out:

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=868841711

Thank you very much! You guys are awesome!!!. Joystick Knights presents: «Knights of Horror Bundle» :
Greetings!
Please take a look at the bundle, which contains two our terrifying horror games!
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Fading Visage - a mystical horror game where you are to explore gloomy locations and reveal a terrible secret. Search
for clues that can shed light on a long forgotten incident, that you're somehow involved in...

Shining Hotel: Lost in Nowhere - a psychedelic horror game, a chilling story full of sadness and despair. Face your fears
as you explore the mysterious hotel. Find out what you're destined to find in these black corridors: a path to salvation or
a horrible death.

You can get the bundle following the link below - of course, at a discount.
Don't miss the chance to get these chilling horrors here and now!
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/7433/Knights_of_Horror_Bundle/. Battlerite Arena Hotfix 2.0.1.1:

Yesterday we rolled out an additional hotfix to Battlerite Arena Patch 2.0.1 addressing some small bugs that came with the
patch.

Gameplay Updates
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